Improving access to new drugs: a plan to renew The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE).

Preface by Mark Simmonds.

The National Health Service (NHS) is the Conservative Party’s number one priority. We share the values of the NHS and are committed to the principle that access is based on need and not ability to pay. However, equity is not enough; we also aspire to excellence. We have committed ourselves to providing the NHS with the resources and the improvements necessary to deliver standards of healthcare among the best in the world. We believe that the best way to improve care is to put patients at the heart of the service and give professionals the freedom to focus on what they do best – making people better.

Conservatives are committed to ensuring that NHS funds are spent optimally. I have seen first hand a National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) Appraisal committee, and the rigorous scrutiny that is given to new drugs and treatments. We believe the Institute has an important long-term role in assessing the clinical efficacy and cost-effectiveness of new treatments, and safeguarding taxpayers’ money. However, we recognise there are areas in which its configuration, operational structure and efficiency can be improved. I have set out below the key areas in which we have proposed these improvements.

In order to do this, we want to free the NHS from top-down targets and focus instead on patient outcomes. Conservatives aim to achieve outcomes for illnesses such as heart disease, cancer and stroke to match or exceed those of our European counterparts. Improving access to potentially life-saving treatments and medicines is a key element of achieving this aim, and is a priority for the Conservative Party.

We want to ensure that all patients receive the healthcare they need when it is needed. This means making the best of available NHS resources and ensuring that the care is both clinically-effective and cost-effective. NICE plays an essential role in advising NHS bodies (and the wider healthcare sector) on the effectiveness of treatments and healthcare pathways. In this document, we reaffirm our commitment to NICE and outline proposals for how the Institute can be strengthened and improved, within the context of our broader plan for securing improvements for the NHS.

I believe that this document sets out proposals for building on the achievements of NICE and developing the decision-making framework for improving patient access to potentially life-saving treatments. We believe the proposals contained within this document will bring clarity and improvements to the important work of NICE; enhance the allocation of NHS resources; enhance taxpayer value for money; and improve patient outcomes.

Mark Simmonds MP
Shadow Minister for Health
Executive Summary

Section 1 considers the role of NICE as it currently is and how we believe it can be clarified and strengthened. Conservatives have supported NICE since its inception and believe it is right that assessments of the relative benefits of treatments should be evidence-based and made by clinicians rather than politicians. However, we would like to see this role more clearly defined and strengthened, and have therefore proposed:

- To give NICE a statutory role;
- To introduce a “NICE Charter” to codify its roles and responsibilities;
- To simplify and clarify NICE terminology; and,
- To increase public involvement in the Institute’s work.

Together these proposals will make for a stronger NICE, with a more clearly defined role allowing for more easily communicable responsibilities and greater public involvement.

Section 2 considers the interaction between NICE and the pharmaceutical industry. There have long been tensions between the two, particularly over expensive new treatments. The Conservative Party is supportive of the pharmaceutical industry, the benefits brought to patients by its research and development (R&D), and the investment and jobs it brings to the UK. However, we believe there needs to be greater cooperation and dialogue between the pharmaceutical industry and NICE. We have therefore proposed:

- To promote a policy of cooperation between NICE and the pharmaceutical industry;
- Ensure industry has a more active role in discussions pertaining to Health Technology Assessment (HTA) and NICE Appraisal; and,
- To set up a steering committee comprising the pharmaceutical industry and NICE representatives; and,
- To take responsibility for assessing vaccines and immunisation programmes.

Encouraging earlier dialogue between the industry and NICE should promote understanding, and help us move away from an adversarial relationship.

Section 3 considers the NICE process. This is the area for which NICE receives the most criticism for being slow and overly bureaucratic, with some evaluations having taken years. We have already pledged to speed up the evaluation and appraisal process by allowing NICE appraisal to start as the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) licensing process begins, but there is more that can be done to enhance and improve the process. We have therefore proposed:

- To end the system of Ministerial referral and enable NICE, in conjunction with the NHS Board, to establish its own evaluative programme;
- To allow NICE appraisals to begin as Phase III clinical trials end as soon as a product is granted a licence. To shift the burden of proof from NICE to the manufacturer;
- To move appeals to a fully independent panel that is separate from NICE; and,
- To encourage post-appraisal benchmarking.
Together these proposals will reduce time delays and bureaucracy, while making the NICE process more transparent, inclusive and, most importantly, faster. This in turn should ensure that clinically efficacious and cost-effective treatments reach the patients more rapidly and reduce the “postcode lottery”.

**Section 4 considers the affordability and cost effectiveness of new drugs and treatments.** NICE’s Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY) threshold is known to be between £20,000 and £30,000 per year. Yet until recently there has never been any Parliamentary or public discussion of whether this is an appropriate definition of cost-effectiveness. There is no need or defensible rationale for a single threshold. The measure of cost-effectiveness will differ relative to the nature of a drug (especially orphan drugs) and its associated efficacy. The job of NICE is to give advice and **not** make decisions about treatment. We have therefore proposed:

- To transfer responsibility for “recommending” or “not recommending” medicines to the NHS Board.
- To ensure that measures, and implied thresholds for cost-effectiveness, are periodically reviewed by the NHS Board.
- To consider the introduction of disease specific measures of cost-effectiveness; and
- To enable appraisal of the value or benefit of a treatment to include its wider social value.

Such proposals would put the QALY methodology in context and allow for greater public involvement and understanding in determining the challenging affordability and cost-effectiveness judgments that have to be made.

**Section 5 considers the implementation of NICE guidance.** There is often disparity in the speed and comprehensiveness of the implementation of NICE guidelines, which leads to concerns over the “postcode lottery”. We have no plans to make NICE guidelines mandatory, unlike NICE technology appraisals. However, we believe that our focus on outcomes will incentivise NHS bodies to implement guidance swiftly in order to achieve good outcomes for their patients. We have therefore proposed:

- To use our focus on outcomes to encourage the full, consistent and accurate implementation of NICE guidance across the NHS;
- To extend the requirement for the implementation of technology appraisals within three months to certain mandatory aspects of clinical guidelines, which relate specifically to the achievement of outcomes and clearly cost-effective care pathways;
- To extend “commissioning guidelines” building on the commissioning guides currently used by NICE; and,
- To treat implementation of NICE guidance as a key performance indicator for commissioning bodies.

These proposals will have a noticeable impact on ensuring guidance is swiftly adopted, which in turn will improve patient outcomes and reduce the “postcode lottery”.
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Section 6 considers NHS drug availability. All health systems must confront the challenge of how best to allocate finite resources as innovative and expensive treatments are developed. We have therefore proposed:

- To remove ministerial and political interference in NICE decision making;
- To engage the public in decisions regarding NHS priority setting and resource allocation;
- To apply progressively the principles of value-based pricing (VBP) to new medicines; and,
- To support the use of risk-sharing schemes to enable early uptake of new medicines which lack cost-effectiveness data.

These proposals, particularly regarding VBP and risk-sharing, are innovative and will have a large impact on ensuring the efficient allocation of NHS resources while ensuring access to life-saving drugs and treatments to improve patient outcomes.

This paper demonstrates our commitment to NICE by enhancing and strengthening the Institute, while reaffirming its independence. We want to build on the achievements of NICE and this policy document provides a blueprint for improving the process for deciding which drugs and treatments should be provided by the NHS. Our proposals are designed to foster NHS priority setting; optimise decisions regarding resource allocation; improve patient outcomes; and eliminate the continued existence of the “postcode lottery”. Bringing about these changes is critical to the efficient and effective delivery of responsive healthcare, and enhancing the overall accountability of the NHS to patients.
Introduction

NICE is the NHS body responsible for making recommendations about the introduction of drug treatments and medical devices into the NHS. Originally founded in 1999 and then merged with the Health Development Agency (HDA) in 2005, the Institute’s key functions are to appraise the clinical benefits and costs of healthcare interventions, and to develop clinical guidelines for providing advice on good healthcare practice. NICE plays a central role in formulating, maintaining and disseminating a strong evidence-base for effective public health action and the reduction of health inequalities. Its values and responsibilities are an essential component of the NHS, and are fully recognised and supported by the Conservative Party.

Spiralling healthcare costs, rising expectations, an ageing population and tighter budget constraints have impelled modern governments to place additional emphasis on allocating available resources efficiently and effectively.1-2 The purchasing and pricing of pharmaceutical drugs is one such important area. Approximately 10% of the entire NHS budget – roughly £11 billion per year – is spent on drugs and medicines. Of this expenditure, close to £8 billion is spent on branded products alone.3-4 It is from this premise that decisions regarding NHS drug availability are vital.

Health technology assessment (HTA) is increasingly employed by countries as a tool to more effectively control the diffusion and utilisation of health technologies.5 NICE is often seen as the most sophisticated national attempt to systematically review the value of different treatments.6 However, the environment in which NICE operates has changed considerably since the Institute was established in 1999. This is largely the result of a shifting healthcare landscape and a dramatic increase in NHS spending.

Under the broad rubric of developing guidance on health technologies and interventions, NICE should play a central role in:

1) identifying new treatments that offer the NHS the best value for money;
2) enabling evidence of clinical and cost-effectiveness to inform these value judgments;
3) supporting and advancing health care innovation;
4) promoting the most effective care pathways for the benefit of NHS commissioners; and,
5) advising Government and the NHS on the effectiveness of public health interventions.7

The key issues surrounding the use of economic evaluation in healthcare decision-making are some of the most important within the NHS. Supporting, improving and furthering the work of NICE is central to addressing concerns regarding NHS priority-setting; the allocation of resources; and swift and efficient patient access to drugs and medicines.

Despite often being cited as the pre-eminent body dedicated to HTA, NICE’s processes and procedures have not been without controversy. NHS financial constraints and ongoing debates surrounding the prescribing of costly medications, such as Herceptin (breast cancer) and Lucentis (ophthalmology), have prompted the need to review the processes by which new drugs are made available to patients across the UK. The implications of balancing trade-offs between health care costs and patient benefits have rightly invoked much discussion, and formed the basis of the recent Health Select Committee (HSC) report.8
Founded to counter geographical variations in health care and to control costs, NICE is the watchdog responsible for recommending which drugs and treatments should be provided by the NHS. The Labour Government introduced the agency promising: “Its evidence-based guidelines will be used right across the country, so NICE will help end the unacceptable geographical variations in care that have grown up in recent years”.

Ever since, NICE has attracted criticism and been a source of media controversy. Particular attention has been paid to the appraisal process for reaching decisions, raising key questions on NICE’s assessment of cost-effectiveness; the efficiency of current procedures; and the implementation of guidance. Addressing these concerns is essential for focused policy-making.
1. Defining the Role of NICE

Overview

We are supportive of NICE, as we believe it is right that decisions about the effectiveness of treatments are made by experts and clinicians rather than by politicians. However, there are ways in which NICE’s role and responsibilities can be strengthened and their public engagement widened. We would therefore seek to clarify and enhance the role of NICE through the following proposals:

- Give NICE a statutory basis, working in collaboration with the NHS Board.
- Introduce a “NICE Charter” defining the Institute’s exact roles and responsibilities.
- Clarify NICE terminology regarding different types of guidance to draw a clearer distinction between mandatory and non-mandatory decisions.
- Increase public involvement in the work of NICE by considering ways to improve and enhance the work of the Citizens Council.

NICE is the organisation within the NHS responsible for providing national guidance on the promotion of good health and the prevention and treatment of ill health. Acting as a special health authority, NICE’s remit is to evaluate both clinical and cost-effectiveness as part of appraisal decisions. Its guidance essentially confers a quasi-legal function directing clinical practice, instituting national standards, and informing funding decisions on new treatments.10

In general, NICE guidance is advisory, meaning decisions regarding its adoption and implementation are left to the discretion of local healthcare bodies. As of January 2005, technology appraisals are mandatory.11 NHS providers in England and Wales are now legally obliged to provide funding for medicines and treatment recommended by NICE within three months of the date of guidance being issued.


As the recent HSC report noted, there is a worrying lack of public confidence in NICE. Although not helped by media-related opprobrium, recurring criticisms are arguably a consequence of poor communication regarding NICE’s raison d’être and indistinct clarity over its appraisal methods. To address these concerns, it is important to clearly define the reasons for NICE’s existence.12 This essentially requires better communication of the Institute’s roles and responsibilities.
1.1. Statutory Role

We believe that the work of NICE transcends that of a special health authority. As outlined in ‘NHS Autonomy and Accountability’, we pledge to put NICE on a statutory basis. It will be subject to legislative requirements relating to the level of patient, public and interest group engagement, which it must demonstrate when reaching decisions.

In line with our proposals to create an independent NHS Board responsible for the day-to-day running of the healthcare system, the Institute will operate through service-level agreements with the NHS Board, the Department of Health, and national and international healthcare providers. NICE will specifically support the NHS Board by providing evidence-based commissioning guidelines to drive development of effective commissioning on a consistent and uniform basis across the NHS. NICE will continue to conduct appraisals of new drugs and technologies and to encourage the adoption of the most clinically and cost-effective treatments. It will also have a continued responsibility to produce public health guidelines and, as outlined in NHS Autonomy and Accountability, it will have a duty to conduct evaluations of public health services and interventions on behalf of the Chief Medical Officer and the Secretary of State.

1.2. A “NICE Charter”

We believe it is important for NICE’s role to be clearly and openly defined. It is also important that NICE improves communication with interested bodies, such as the pharmaceutical industry, the public and patient groups (see section 2). To this extent, we propose a “NICE Charter”. The Charter will outline the Institute’s purpose, role and wider responsibilities, making it clear that NICE is an advisory body which provides expert evaluation to inform important judgements on NHS drug availability. This will provide a reference point and provide a platform for better communication.

1.3. Assessing Vaccines

At present, the remit of NICE does not extend to the assessment of vaccines as treatment options, or their evaluation as public health measures. This is reserved for the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation (JCVI). While there is undoubted expertise in JCVI and its committees, it is essential for the future that vaccines and immunisation programmes form part of a consistent process of evaluation and advice to Ministers and NHS commissioners. For this to be the case, the evaluation of vaccines and immunisation programmes must be added to the NICE remit, with a corresponding transfer from the Department of Health (DoH). This will also ensure greater transparency in the evaluation of vaccines.
1.4. Increasing Public Involvement

Public expectations in the NHS are rising, not least given the unprecedented commitment from the taxpayer. Ensuring adequate public and patient involvement in all aspects of decision-making is essential to increasing confidence in the NHS.

NICE has established a Citizens Council, which is designed to bring the views of the public to decision-making. Comprising a group of 30 people independently drawn from wider society, the Council is charged with tackling questions about value judgments such as equity and need, and providing input on NICE guidance.16

In some quarters, the Citizens Council has attracted criticism having been described as a “token gesture” and “toothless tiger”.17 It is important that this body is seen to be meaningful and substantive.

We will therefore examine how the work of the Citizens Council can be extended, particularly on issues such as valuing a QALY, alternative methodologies for ascribing value to clinical benefits – including for orphan drugs, life-extending medicines, or for medicines which have limited incremental effects but which cost very little – and how to include a calculation of the wider social value of a given treatment when undertaking NICE appraisals. More generally, we will look at ways to increase public involvement and consultation in the work of NICE. This is central to determining the valuation society places on health as well as increasing overall representation and improving patient outcomes.
2. Improving Dialogue with the Pharmaceutical Industry

Overview

The Conservative Party fully recognises and values the strategic importance of the pharmaceutical industry to the UK. One in ten of the leading medicines in use originate in British science and the pharmaceutical industry. It is responsible for a quarter of all R&D activity in the UK\textsuperscript{18, 19} Furthermore, at over £4bn, pharmaceutical manufacturing is responsible for the single largest sectoral contribution to our current balance of payments.\textsuperscript{19}

We recognise that in the past there have been difficulties in the relationship between NICE and the pharmaceutical industry, particularly when medicines are deemed not cost-effective for use on the NHS. It has been too easy for NICE and the industry to blame one another for delays in the appraisal process, and this must be prevented.

We would therefore seek to further enhance and improve the relationship and dialogue between the pharmaceutical industry and NICE through the following proposals:

- Promote a policy of cooperation between NICE and industry.
- Ensure industry has a more active role in discussions pertaining to HTA and NICE appraisal.
- Set up a steering committee comprising representatives from the pharmaceutical industry and NICE.

As a key player in the wider NHS, we recognise the importance of directly involving pharmaceutical companies in the NICE process. This is not simply the case as the manufacturers of given medicines and treatments, but also as the purveyor of new ideas and strategic insight to aid ongoing consultations and discussion. The next Conservative government will work closely with industry to advance R&D, foster business opportunities, and create an economic environment of dynamic incentives to encourage pharmaceutical investment in the UK.

We recognise that drugs account for approximately 10\% of overall NHS spending, but they must not be treated as a “soft target” when trying to reduce NHS expenditure; medicines are often life-saving and have a pivotal role to play in advancing preventative health care and thereby delivering significant cost-savings. To try to “control the drugs budget” falls prey to the fallacy that there is an autonomous drugs budget, when in reality there is a “health budget” of which expenditure on medicines will be a variable part depending on its relative clinical benefit. It is therefore vital that there is a consistent evaluation methodology extending across all treatments.

To this extent, we encourage a policy of cooperation between NICE and the pharmaceutical industry. It is our belief that there is room for improving dialogue in order to maximise outcomes for all concerned, but most importantly for patients.
2.1. DoH + Industry = Best Outcomes for Patients.

Critics have justifiably pointed to the “us versus them” nature of the NICE process and thereby the scope for defensive appraisal. This is most noteworthy for those controversial submissions attracting extensive media coverage. We believe it is imperative that HTA assessment and, in particular, “jumping the fourth hurdle” is seen less as a game and more as a cooperative process delivering evidence-based outcomes for both the NHS and industry.

We therefore recommend the creation of steering committee comprising representatives from the Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI), Department of Health (DoH) and NICE. The committee could meet on a periodic basis to discuss issues pertaining to HTA and facilitate a forum for dynamic and ongoing communication. This would provide opportunities for improved cooperation and an educating mechanism for the requirements associated with NICE appraisal.

2.2. Industrial Policy

We recognise the fundamental importance of industrial policy for providing dynamic incentives to the pharmaceutical industry. This is particularly the case for encouraging research and development and rewarding innovation. The Conservative Party is committed to developing an industrial policy to incentivise and foster the significant contribution of the pharmaceutical industry to the UK economy.
### 3. “Winning the Race Against Time”: The NICE Process

**Overview**

The evaluation and appraisal process of NICE has been regularly criticised for being slow and bureaucratic. Decisions as to whether drugs and treatments should be routinely prescribed on the NHS have taken many years causing frustration and distress for patients and their families, as well as confusion and inequality for GPs and Primary Care Trusts (PCTs).

Delayed and drawn-out appraisals of cancer drugs, most notably Herceptin, have proven to be particularly contentious. Some argue that NICE has become bogged down in administrative practices, leading to the so-called ‘NICE blight’. Manufacturers, clinicians and patient groups have highlighted problems relating to the delay in access to treatment caused by the relatively long period between licensing and the publication of NICE guidance.

Speeding up the evaluation and appraisal process would play a large part in helping us fulfil our overall objective of ensuring clinically efficacious and cost-effective drugs reach patients faster. It could also assist in changing the public’s perception of NICE from an inhibitor to a facilitator.

We have already pledged to speed up the process by allowing the NICE Appraisal process to begin as the MHRA licensing process begins. We are pleased the Government has adopted this proposal, which will go some way towards shortening the time taken by NICE to produce guidance on new medicines and treatments.

However, there is more that can be done and we would therefore seek to further enhance and improve the evaluation and appraisal process through the following proposals:

- End the system of Ministerial referral for NICE appraisal and transfer the responsibility to NICE in conjunction with the NHS Board.

- Allow NICE appraisals to begin as soon as Phase III clinical trials end and when the licencing process commences by encouraging consultation on the design of trials and studies to better inform pharmaeconomic evaluation.

- Encourage the appraisal of all new active substances and technologies, but accept that new formulations or “me too” innovators do not routinely need NICE evaluation.

- Encourage greater patient, public and interested body involvement throughout the appraisal process.

- In line with other international authorities, shift the burden of proof from NICE to the manufacturer.

- Clearly outline the requirements for submission extending the use of subgroup analysis and restricted guidance where appropriate.
• Use Single Technology Appraisal (STA) as an evaluative screen during the period between at licensing and product launch adjusting the measure of cost-effectiveness as appropriate.

• Use Multi Technology Appraisal (MTA) for more complete appraisal for those technologies where product value is most uncertain.

• Transfer appeals to a fully independent panel which is separate from NICE.

• Encourage post-appraisal benchmarking to track existing treatments and thereby foster targeted disinvestment.

3.1. The Return of the “West Lothian Question”

Concerns over the length of time it takes NICE to undertake a review of a new drug or treatment have prompted inevitable comparisons with NICE’s Scottish counterpart, the Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC), established in 2001. Despite doing broadly the same job, the channels for issuing guidance markedly differ between the two agencies. NICE performs an exhaustive, time-consuming and evidence-based review of each drug, while the SMC makes decisions faster but at the expense of detailed research. These differences in process mean the SMC typically issues guidance within 12 to 16 weeks compared with an average of 18 months for NICE depending on appeals.8,21 In the extreme case of the bone marrow cancer drug Velcade, the SMC issued guidance four years ahead of NICE.

In terms of potentially life-saving treatments, the “race against time” is crucial. In a cross-comparative study, the patient group Cancerbackup found that of 23 products pending NICE appraisal in late 2005, 16 had already been reviewed in Scotland. For the remaining seven products, guidance from the SMC was expected some 21 months before NICE.22

The SMC has also evaluated its performance against NICE. Comparing 18 products reviewed by both agencies from 1999 up to late 2005, the SMC found that the decisions for 17 of these products were roughly the same. Despite this, the SMC’s guidance was issued some 10 months earlier than NICE.21, 23

This efficiency differential has prompted accusations of “asymmetrical health care” and the emergence of a type of “West Lothian question” in the NHS as Scottish patients have quicker access to new medicines. In addition, some consider the SMC process to be more open and collaborative.23, 24

In defence of NICE, the extra time stems from more rigorous and comprehensive appraisal – often multiple technology appraisals (MTAs) – that uses greater public and expert consultation. Indeed, some consider this to be a shortcoming of the SMC process, which is less systematic. Furthermore, the SMC only appraises new medicines or new applications of existing treatments, and is responsible for a different sub-population of the UK.
While direct comparison between NICE and the SMC is not entirely fair, similarities in guidance raise questions of whether the NICE approach is value for money, especially at a cost of roughly £80,000 per appraisal.\textsuperscript{25} There is certainly an argument for a closer review of practices in Scotland to consider whether some elements of the SMC practice can be incorporated into the NICE process.

### 3.2. Topic Selection and Ministerial Referral

An important part of the NICE process is topic selection. This concerns the system for deciding which new treatments and indications are selected for NICE review.

Currently, for any new drug or treatment to be appraised by NICE it has to be referred by a Minister in the DoH. This can result in a delay, sometimes up to a year, in new drugs or treatment beginning the NICE process. We therefore propose to remove this delay by transferring the responsibility for referral to NICE from Ministers. Not all new drugs and treatments are required to undertake the NICE appraisals process. It will be up to NICE in consultation with the NHS Board to select its own priorities for appraisal through horizon-scanning and using the expertise of the Horizon Scanning Centre at the University of Birmingham.

Importantly, NICE does not evaluate every new medicine which enters the market or every new indication for a given medicine. Rather, technology appraisal is limited to a select number of new and often expensive products, meaning most medicines and technologies prescribed across the NHS have not been evaluated by NICE. This therefore means that NICE-appraised treatments only constitute a relatively small percentage of PCT work.\textsuperscript{26} It has also prompted concerns about NHS spending being skewed towards new and expensive medicines for acute illness in secondary care.\textsuperscript{27}

We believe it important that topic selection is focused around these concerns to ensure a better mix of HTA. However, we do not consider it necessary for all new preparations (e.g. new generic products) for existing active formulations of indications that are already licensed, to undergo NICE evaluation. Consistent with current practice, decisions regarding local formularies should be taken by local Drugs and Therapeutics Committees.\textsuperscript{28}

### 3.3. Consultation and Transparency

The wide and extensive consultation that forms part of the development of NICE guidance is an integral component of the appraisal process. We acknowledge the efforts that NICE put into ensuring full and inclusive involvement by patient and public groups alongside the pharmaceutical industry. Nevertheless, we believe consultation could be improved. This is particularly the case in terms of giving stakeholders greater warning of forthcoming consultations and ensuring clear communication of the system of appraisal.

Consistent with the Court of Appeal’s ruling over Alzheimer’s drugs, we fully support the “opening up” of NICE decisions and the methodologies applied for reaching recommendations.\textsuperscript{29} This is important for ensuring public confidence and instituting accountability for the decisions NICE takes.
We also believe it is imperative for NICE to clearly establish itself as a facilitator rather than an inhibitor of decisions relating to NHS drug availability. This is essential for creating a more amenable environment for open and effective appraisal, and should be enshrined in any NICE Charter (see section 1.2). Although NICE inevitably has tough choices and difficult trade-offs to make, better public communication of decisions and greater stakeholder involvement would help to improve the overall perception of the Institute.

3.4. Speed of Decisions: Shifting the “Burden of Proof”

In response to pressure for speedier decisions, NICE has introduced a fast-track system called Single Technology Appraisal (STA) for prioritised drugs with single indications. There are two legitimate concerns this new process has tried to address:

1) technologies that are clearly and demonstrably good value for the NHS receive expeditious approval; and
2) technologies that are clearly and demonstrably not good value for the NHS are promptly rejected.

With all the time and resource required, more extensive appraisal such as MTAs should be targeted on those technologies where full review is really needed. This essentially requires more selective application.

In attempting to improve the speed and efficiency of the appraisal process, it is important to identify those aspects which consume substantial time and resource. A key reason concerns the “burden of proof”, which currently rests with NICE. This contrasts with other reimbursement authorities such as the SMC in Scotland and PBAC in Australia where proving cost-effectiveness lies firmly with the manufacturer. It is this burden which is often costly in terms of time and resource, e.g. NICE having to “prove” that implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs), kidney cancer treatments and Alzheimer’s drugs are not cost-effective.

We believe the burden of proof should not be with NICE, but rather the manufacturer. It should not be the responsibility of NICE – acting on behalf of the NHS and taxpayer – to have to prove that a new technology is not cost-effective. Rather, it should be for manufacturers to prove that their technologies are cost-effective and thereby a good spend for the NHS. No other reimbursement authority in the world attempts to undertake timeline-driven evaluation while shouldering the burden of proof. Should a sponsor not be in a position to demonstrate cost-effectiveness, they would have the option to offer “risk-sharing” approaches, facilitating uptake while deferring full cost-effectiveness approval (see section 6.4 below).

This change would help to expedite the assessment of new treatments and speed up the appraisal process. It would also go some way to remove “defensive evaluation” and the associated media-related opprobrium. The onus would be on the manufacturer to demonstrate product value rather than NICE and indirectly the NHS and taxpayer.
The status quo offers the distinct possibility of increasing the acceptance of false claims and thus the sub-optimal allocation of available NHS resources. NICE must be allowed to operate in an environment where guidance is formulated free of media-driven pressures and patient group lobbying. Although NICE must always be accountable for its decisions and uphold absolute procedural transparency, this essentially requires a shifting of the “burden of proof” as is the case with other international reimbursement and advisory authorities.

3.5. Requirements for Submission

Another resource intensive aspect of NICE’s work concerns the evaluation of technologies for restricted use. The Institute rarely says “no” in absolute terms and often undertakes additional evaluation to identify subgroups and stop/start rules to consider the wider cost-effectiveness of a technology.

However, this type of evaluation is usually inhibited due to a lack of accessible evidence. Most sponsors do not provide subgroup analyses in their submissions instead naturally seeking the widest possible indication for their products. Currently, there is no mechanism within the STA process to ensure this evidence forms part of evaluation. Thus, there is the danger of NICE being forced into binary yes or no decisions.

It is essential that the appraisal process has scientific credibility and analytical teeth. Sponsors need to be positively incentivised to provide complete analysis and good quality submissions rather than use evidence selectively and exclude viable comparator treatments. This would provide NICE with a stronger evidence base to make more informed and far-reaching recommendations, increasing the use of restricted guidance for borderline treatments.

3.6. Joining Up STA and MTA

At present, there is no explicit bridge from STA to MTA. This necessarily precludes the optimal use of NICE resources and stultifies the scope for time-efficient appraisal.

In order to improve the use of, and link between, STA and MTA, we propose using STA as an evaluative screen during the period between when licensing begins and product launch. If required, MTA could then be used to undertake a more complete appraisal. Given the quicker and less comprehensive nature of any such “opening assessment”, increasing the measure of cost-effectiveness to ensure all potentially cost-effective treatments are approved at launch should be considered. Thereafter, the cost-effectiveness threshold could be reduced should a product undergo more complete appraisal.

Using STA for ex ante assessment offers important advantages. First, STA helps to expeditiously get treatments into the NHS that are demonstrably good value, while inhibiting the diffusion of technologies that are clearly a bad spend. Second, STA acts as a screen for full appraisal. MTA would only be used for ex post assessment when really needed (i.e. where uncertainty surrounding a product’s value is greatest) thereby saving NICE resources, reducing time delays, and fostering value for money. Third, the threat of referral to complete appraisal would give STA real teeth. There would be little value in companies compiling incomplete and selective submissions at STA for these would be detected and referred back for full appraisal.
3.7. Appeals

NICE decisions can be appealed by a range of stakeholders, including manufacturers, patient groups and professional organisations. Appeals are reserved for when “the Institute has failed to act fairly, has exceeded its powers or has formulated guidance which cannot reasonably be justified” \(^{32}\), but not other grounds such as the interpretation of evidence. The appeals process does not permit the use or submission of new information, which is in accordance with English law. Appeals are held in public by a panel of three non-executive NICE directors or two non-executive directors plus an NHS clinician. An experienced industry delegate and a lay representative also form part of any appeals panel.

Even though the number of appeals against NICE decisions is moderate, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of recommendations being appealed each year mostly relating to technology appraisals. The process itself has attracted considerable criticism.

Although we understand the pressures for reforming the grounds for appeal, we acknowledge potential difficulties in allowing the use of additional information at the appeals stage. This would prolong the process significantly; increase the scope for “gaming” appeals; and potentially provide disincentives for manufacturers to produce high quality submissions for opening assessment.

However, we do recognise the need for the NICE appeals system to be independent and impartial. To this extent, we propose shifting appeals to a fully independent panel which would be entirely separate from NICE. It would assess appeals on substance as well as process. Where appropriate, this panel should be able to judge criteria other than the perversity of decisions for appeals, allowing for differences in the scientific or technical quality and accuracy of the evidence underpinning a decision to be considered.\(^5\) An independent panel should offer the additional benefit of reducing the number of litigations levelled against NICE.

We also understand the importance of improving dialogue with the pharmaceutical industry to enable an environment of cooperative appraisal (see section 2). This would help to attenuate the growing culture of appeal and facilitate a process of decision-making transparency.

3.8. Post-Appraisal Benchmarking

The work of NICE predominately focuses on the evaluation of new treatments as selected for referral by the DoH. Less attention has been paid to examining old technologies to encourage targeted disinvestment. For the use of NHS budgets to be optimised, we recognise that disinvestment is a key priority area and must therefore be an important aspect of NICE’s work.

Although NICE is already undertaking a range of activities to focus disinvestment in old technologies, we believe there is scope for this to be extended. In addition to NICE’s optimal practice programme and “recommendation reminders”\(^{8,10}\), we believe post-appraisal benchmarking of introduced treatments should be undertaken, particularly in priority disease areas and where different treatments are available on the NHS. As part of topic selection, a category for such treatments could be created. More generally, we encourage NICE to ensure that recommendations directing the NHS away from less effective practice are given greater prominence when guidance is issued and publicly disseminated.
4. Affordability and Cost-Effectiveness

Overview

There is a large amount of discussion in the media surrounding the cost of new drugs and treatments, and the ‘value’ this therefore places on a human life. NICE currently uses an unofficial QALY (Quality Adjusted Life Year) threshold of £20,000–£30,000 per annum to assess the cost effectiveness of drugs and treatments.

This threshold has never been formally debated, in Parliament or more widely, and as such is open to criticism from all sides. Arguably, it is not a threshold at all and rather a guide, but is seldom understood as such. We would therefore seek more widespread understanding and support for the difficult affordability and cost-effectiveness judgements that have to be made through the following proposals:

- Transfer responsibility for “recommending” medicines to the NHS Board.
- Ensure the methods of expressing and interpreting value are periodically reviewed by the NHS Board.
- Increasingly relate the valuation of clinical innovation and social value to the pricing processes agreed under the PPRS (see Chapter 6).
- Commission additional research and public consultation to establish society’s opinion of the valuation of clinical benefits.
- Further consider the feasibility, desirability and options for broadening NICE’s evaluation perspective to include societal costs.

4.1. The Quality-Adjusted Life Year (QALY)

In order to compare the relative costs and benefits of different treatments a unit of measurement is required. NICE uses the quality-adjusted life year (QALY), which combines information about a product’s value in terms of mortality (length of life) and morbidity (quality of life). Utility or quality of life instruments, such as the European Quality of life 5 Dimensions (EQ5D), are used to derive QALY scores for these two components.

To evaluate cost-effectiveness, the QALY score is integrated with the cost of treatment to calculate the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER), which denotes the change in costs in relation to the change in health benefits. This results in a cost per QALY measure, which allows NICE to determine the cost-effectiveness of a given treatment.

Since its creation, NICE has adopted an unofficial cost-effectiveness threshold of £20,000–£30,000 per QALY. The QALY has been widely criticised. Writing in the British Medical Journal, Professor Appleby from the King’s Fund said: “the uncomfortable truth is that NICE's threshold has no basis in either theory or evidence.”
Most criticisms are not this severe, and it is generally accepted that the QALY is a necessary tool in judging cost-effectiveness. However, there is evidence that the QALY varies between disease groups. Evidence suggests that the average Primary Care Trust (PCT) spends around £12,000 and £19,000 to gain an extra QALY in circulatory disease and cancer, respectively.\textsuperscript{35,36}

An inappropriate and inconsistent cost-effectiveness threshold has serious implications. If too high/low, NHS efficiency is undermined as potentially cost-ineffective/cost-effective treatments are approved/rejected. Either way, resources are poorly distributed and can lead to crowding out” or distortionary effects.\textsuperscript{23,31,37} It is therefore of paramount importance that the basis for determining cost-effectiveness is accurate, clear and evidence-based.

4.2. In Need of A “NICER” Threshold

We would strive to improve the basis for valuing clinical benefits and relative cost-effectiveness, including placing decisions not to use treatments in the context of commissioning decisions more generally, by transferring responsibility for setting the threshold to the NHS Board. Insofar as it is appropriate to indicate cost-effectiveness thresholds, this will fall under the remit of the NHS Board as part of its responsibility to reconcile outcomes to resources. It is clearly not beneficial to patients to have a uniform and universal threshold across all disease types, which fails to take account of dynamic factors, disease-specific requirements, opportunity costs, and budgetary implications. We therefore propose that the Board should have a responsibility to periodically consider the application of disease-specific measures according to the type of product and patient population.

We would also commission additional research and public consultation to establish society’s actual value of a QALY, and more broadly the value associated with clinical benefits.

This approach confers important advantages. By formalising the terms of reference governing cost-effectiveness, NICE decisions would be more accountable and therefore robust. This would help reduce media-related opprobrium and political interference, while ensuring regular review of threshold appropriateness.

4.3. Measuring social value: societal costs and benefits

A keystone of any economic evaluation, particularly cost-effectiveness studies, is the type of costs included. Different costing methodologies foster different outcomes, often resulting in dramatically divergent conclusions for a given economic trade-off or resource allocation decision. Getting costing right is therefore seminally important.\textsuperscript{23,31,38}

Conservative Party leader David Cameron has made it clear that he believes that good government involves not only taking the economic consequences or impact of a decision on individuals into account when making policy, but also accounting for the wider social value of any decision, namely the costs and benefits to society. However, it has been the policy of the DoH not to include estimates of social value in the evaluation of health care interventions. Critics have argued that excluding these costs – particularly costs relating to productivity losses and caregiver burden – undermines the validity of QALY-based recommendations.
In recent NICE appraisals, the cost issue has proven very controversial; most notably with the Alzheimer’s drug Aricept.\textsuperscript{20,39} In this case, caregiver burden was overlooked given the Department’s statutory limits.

However, evidence suggests that carers consume more in the way of health care costs than Alzheimer’s patients themselves.\textsuperscript{40} This also applies to cancer (palliative care) and psychiatric illnesses (community and social care).\textsuperscript{41}

NICE remains one of the few evaluating bodies to use the payer perspective. This contrasts with other international authorities in Australia (PBAC)\textsuperscript{42}, New Zealand (PHARMAC)\textsuperscript{43}, Sweden (LFN)\textsuperscript{44} and Germany (IQWiG)\textsuperscript{45} where the societal perspective is adopted. Although including calculations of wider social value is a highly complex task, we believe it is essential for NICE to foster a broader evaluative perspective where possible. The work of NICE must not be seen as simply \textit{economic evaluation} but rather \textit{evaluation}. If society agrees that the sacrifices of families and carers should be considered, then it follows that the DoH’s policy should be revised. This is central to understanding the true and wider benefits of new treatments.

We will investigate further this issue and formulate recommendations for broadening the evaluative perspective. We wish to develop appropriate assessment guidelines for including societal costs; assess the advantages and disadvantages of different methodological approaches; and provide recommendations for circumventing potential evaluative conflicts which may skew decisions, i.e. avoiding bias against certain groups such as the elderly who may not achieve the same productivity gains from treatment as younger patients.
5. Implementation of Guidance

Overview

Given the central importance attached to NICE decisions – and the resources diverted in doing so – complete and consistent implementation of guidelines throughout the NHS is crucial. This is particularly pertinent if we are to achieve our objectives of ensuring new drugs and treatments reach the patients more swiftly; ending the “postcode lottery”; and overcoming health inequalities.

NHS bodies are already legally obliged to provide sufficient funding for NICE technology appraisals within three months of approval, although this is not the case for guidance, which is advisory. We support this distinction, although we would like to see greater encouragement for NHS bodies to adopt guidance swiftly. We believe that a focus on outcomes will incentivise this, as NHS bodies will be unable to achieve good outcomes without swift adoption of new treatments and medicines.

We would therefore seek faster and more consistent implementation of NICE guidance through the following proposals:

• Use our focus on outcomes to encourage the full, consistent and accurate implementation of NICE guidance across the NHS.

• Ensure that commissioning bodies are required to take account of commissioning guidelines including mandatory aspects which relate specifically to the delivery of outcomes and relative cost-effectiveness.

• Extend commissioning guidelines and build on those guidelines currently used by NICE.

• Treat implementation of NICE guidance as a key performance indicator.
5.1. The Missing Link

Implementation of guidance has proved to be highly variable across local hospitals and PCTs especially in the case of cancer medicines. This has recently been acknowledged by the government following announcements surrounding the introduction of an NHS Constitution.

The Audit Commission has shown that initiation of NICE guidance is not routinely part of financial planning. A 2005 report suggested only 26% of NHS bodies were actively “horizon scanning” in order to prepare for, and absorb, future guidance.46 The impact in 2005 and 2006 NHS budget deficits was hardly helpful in this regard. This means implementation is often deferred, or sometimes completely shelved, resulting in uneven and disjointed national uptake.

There is also the issue of inaccurate and mistaken implementation. A recent study commissioned by NICE revealed that, out of 28 NICE appraisals, 12 were under-implemented and four over-implemented.47 Since many NICE decisions are based on marginal and sometimes optimistic judgments of cost-utility, over-implementation is likely to be expensive and under-implementation clinically inadequate.

5.2. Stamping Out the “Postcode Lottery”

These problems of implementation do absolutely nothing to advance NICE’s stated aim. If anything, irregular implementation is likely to compound existing health inequalities, widening the “accessibility gap” in priority disease areas and across target populations.

Despite not being a failing of NICE per se, failure of this kind severely compromises its impact. It is impossible to stamp out postcode prescribing if recommendations are not carried through to the front-line. Guidance without proper implementation is self-defeating.

Although recent government announcements to address this failing are welcome, the reality is that proposed changes will do little to facilitate quicker access to approved treatments. Local NHS bodies are already legally obliged to provide approved technologies within three months of NICE issuing final guidance. It is evident that this “mandatory requirement” is being ignored. Furthermore, the government’s pledge of an additional £100 million to facilitate swifter take-up will only go a small way to overcoming this delay.48

We believe that moving towards an NHS focused on outcomes, with bodies responsible for commissioning alone, will incentivise the swift uptake of NICE guidance since without making new drugs and treatments swiftly available they will be unable to achieve good outcomes for their patients.
5.3. Guiding Implementation

We pledge to uphold the current legal requirement for NHS bodies to fully and properly implement NICE technology appraisals within three months of guidance being published.

Building on the “commissioning guidelines” and costing templates introduced by NICE, we propose enhancing the role of “commissioning guidelines” to provide NHS providers with a focused framework for bringing NICE guidance to the front-line. This will help to foster better forward-planning and ensure implementation is “on the radar”. Access to NICE approved drugs will be supported by appropriate funding arrangements. Effectively measuring guidance implementation is fundamental to understanding the impact NICE’s work is having on patient care across the NHS. Thus, implementation will be viewed as a key performance indicator by the Healthcare Commission and should be suitably prioritised when deriving local budgets.
6. NHS Drug Availability –Telling It Like It Is

Overview

All health care systems confront a basic economic problem: how best to allocate finite resource to satisfy infinite healthcare demands. The candid truth is that the NHS cannot afford to buy and reimburse every new treatment, and therefore needs to carefully decide between competing alternatives.\textsuperscript{23,49} As more expensive new drugs are coming to market, the rate of growth in NHS funding is declining. This reality dictates that cost must be a factor along with clinical efficacy. Thus, the work of NICE is crucial to establishing a focused decision-making framework that facilitates the efficient and effective allocation of scarce NHS resources.

However, ensuring maximum benefit from finite drugs budgets can be facilitated by innovative drug pricing schemes. We are supportive of a move towards more value-based pricing (VBP) for new medicines, under which a treatment would be judged in accordance with its clinical benefits. Such a system would require the input and participation of NICE. We would therefore work to ensure best use of finite NHS drug resources and increased use of innovative drug pricing schemes through the following proposals:

- Ensure debates surrounding NICE and NHS drug availability are conducted through an understanding of the finite nature of NHS resources.
- Engage the public in decisions regarding NHS priority setting and resource allocation.
- Establish NICE in statute removing ministerial and political interference in NICE decision-making.
- Foster better communication and collaboration with industry.
- Develop an approach to drug pricing that better fosters fair and affordable prices to the NHS, while dynamically incentivising pharmaceutical R&D.
- Where appropriate, apply the principle of VBP.
- Further explore the potential role of NICE in helping to determine optimal drug prices for the NHS.
- Commission further consultation into the use of risk-sharing schemes for pricing and reimbursement.
- Encourage the wider use of risk-sharing schemes where appropriate to the product and disease area.
6.1. The Role of Politicians

Given the reality of budgetary pressures within the NHS, tough decisions regarding drug availability are inevitable. This necessarily means that NICE sometimes has to make judgments between different treatments and balance the relative costs and benefits of marginal trade-offs. It should be remembered that introducing a new intervention can mean displacing an existing treatment. Understanding the overall costs and benefits of approving a new treatment is therefore central to informed decision-making, and it is vital that all debates surrounding NICE and NHS drug availability are conducted in the context of the NHS budget constraint.

In the recent Health Select Committee (HSC) Report, concerns were expressed that Health Ministers had undermined the work of NICE. A notable example of such political interference is that of the breast cancer drug trastuzumab (Herceptin). In November 2005, the then Secretary of State for Health, Patricia Hewitt, publicly announced her concern about the refusal of a PCT to prescribe Herceptin to a patient prior to NICE assessment.\textsuperscript{50} As the HSC Report noted, “This made it almost impossible for NICE not to approve the drug, once licensed, regardless of cost.”\textsuperscript{51}

For the work of NICE to have meaning and integrity, it is essential the Institute has the autonomy and support to perform appraisals in isolation to political factors. We recognise that it is not the role for Ministers, directly or indirectly, to seek to influence the NICE decision-making process. We pledge to remove all political interference, including decisions relating to topic selection (see section 3.2), and allow NICE independently to reach recommendations based on clinical and cost-effectiveness.

6.2. Drug Pricing

The issue of drug pricing is an important dimension to NHS drug availability. The Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme (PPRS) is the voluntary agreement between the DoH and the pharmaceutical industry in which companies negotiate profit rates from the sale of branded drugs every five years. Using a combination of price and profit controls, the PPRS seeks to achieve a balance between reasonable prices for the NHS and a fair return for industry to facilitate future R&D.\textsuperscript{2,52}

The PPRS has been the subject of criticism and review. A recent Office of Fair Trading (OFT) report proposed a shift to value-based pricing (VBP) whereby a new treatment would be reviewed in accordance with its clinical benefits against an appropriate comparator. According to this system, prices would be determined during the licensing phase following assessment of a new drug’s clinical and cost-effectiveness, with periodic review as new data become available. The OFT report recommended that NICE should play a key role in any such VBP system.\textsuperscript{4} Despite these recommendations, the government abrogated the PPRS in August 2008 (claiming the OFT report as its purpose), then largely discarded the proposals of the OFT.\textsuperscript{53}
6.3. Value-Based Pricing and the Role of NICE

We believe that better mechanisms are needed to ensure that the NHS pays fair and affordable prices for drugs and treatments, while rewarding the exhaustive R&D that pharmaceutical companies undertake. Any change to the current system would likely have profound implications for NICE and should therefore be phased in following suitable consultation with affected parties. Although the OFT report sets out some important principles, it is important to recognise its flaws: it fails to recognise the importance of free pricing at the launch of new medicines; it understates the benefit of incremental innovation; it overlooks the value of innovation in sub-groups of patient populations; and, the negative impact of *ex-ante* VBP where full data is unreliable.

We believe that the principle of VBP offers potential opportunities to foster dynamic and allocative efficiency for the NHS. Where appropriate, the application of VBP should be considered and the role of NICE in helping to determine optimal prices for the NHS be further explored. This could provide the prospect for a more integrated and incentivised approach to NHS drug pricing.

6.4. Increasing the Use of Risk-Sharing

In recent years, the use of risk-sharing schemes to encourage drug availability and facilitate appropriate reimbursement has been furthered. The OFT report highlighted the problems of price setting in the presence of limited data and associated uncertainties about treatments at product launch. It has been argued that risk-sharing arrangements are a practical way of mitigating this reality in order to allow NICE to more readily say “yes”.

Although risk-sharing schemes would need to be clearly defined and used with caution, we believe there is scope for its increased application where appropriate. The bone marrow cancer drug Velcade and ophthalmology treatment Lucentis are compelling examples of successful risk-sharing, having allowed early access to treatment and improving patient outcomes. However, we fully recognise that the key to these successes is the appropriate measurement of treatment effect following the introduction of a new drug to the NHS. We therefore encourage the increased use of “monitoring studies” to determine the degree of risk the NHS should undertake, and broader consultation with the pharmaceutical industry as to how risk-sharing schemes can be applied.

Essentially, risk-sharing schemes follow the principle of “payment by results”, meaning full reimbursement is only provided when product value has been reasonably demonstrated. This can, of course, be a bridge to a more systematic VBP assessment. We believe that this principle is most closely aligned with the need to efficiently allocate available NHS resources and safeguard value for money, while ensuring ready access to life-saving treatments and better patient outcomes.
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